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ABSTRACT

Among the most practical contributions of modern psychology is the concept of “self-efficacy,” an individual or group’s self-confidence in possessing effective skills. Self-efficacy based approaches have produced effective interventions in practical fields ranging from education and management to healthcare and athletics (Bandura, 1997). We describe how skill in Gandhian nonviolence might be fostered through positive synergies between theory, assessment, and practice that commonly arise from self-efficacy approaches. We draw heavily on Gandhi’s writings to characterize the relevant nonviolent skills, ranging from individual assimilation of ahimsa and fearlessness, to the collective ability to implement a constructive programme and enact nonviolent satyagraha campaigns. Example scale items are provided. We also explain how self-efficacy approaches need not contradict religious perspectives that view nonviolent strength as arising from a spiritual source beyond the individual ego. We advocate self-efficacy approaches as useful for integrating nonviolence into social institutions, and perhaps into new social media. Applications to health promotion are suggested.
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Introduction

I have not the shadow of a doubt that any man or woman can achieve what I have, if he or she would make the same effort and cultivate the same hope and faith.

– Mahatma Gandhi, 1936
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The history of science is rich in the example of the fruitfulness of bringing two sets of techniques, two sets of ideas, developed in separate contexts for the pursuit of new truth, into touch with one another.

– J. Robert Oppenheimer, 1953

GANDHI CONSIDERED HIMSELF to be a “practical idealist”, and conducted many experiments to adapt modern technical innovations to benefit the masses of ordinary people. Could tools from modern psychology prove similarly useful to modern social movements informed by Gandhi’s achievements? In recent decades, a few intrepid psychologists have inaugurated systematic psychological studies of nonviolence. In addition, some outputs from modern psychology have been so powerful and flexible that we suggest they merit serious scrutiny and exploration of their practical value for preparing nonviolent campaigns and fostering cultures of nonviolence. In particular, we suggest that the modern psychological construct of perceived efficacy, more commonly called self-efficacy, merits attention as an aid for cultivating and organizing nonviolence.

Understanding and fostering perceived efficacy has been a major life work of Albert Bandura, the most influential and highly cited living modern psychologist. In Bandura’s language, self-efficacy refers to an individual’s judgment of his or her “capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances”. A person’s perceived self-efficacy varies between skill areas, such as the ability to do algebra, drive a car, manage an illness, empathically sense another’s feelings, or respond nonviolently when provoked. People low in one skill area may be high in others.

As developed by the global community of human service professionals over the past 40 years, dozens if not hundreds of self-efficacy scales now exist to measure individual efficacy perceptions in domains of human functioning ranging from education, health promotion, and athletics to organizational management. Some scales measure facets of a subtype of self-efficacy called self-regulatory efficacy, the ability to control one’s own behaviour – such as by regularly adhering to a programme of physical exercise. Importantly, efficacy perceptions are also held by groups, ranging from families and neighbourhoods to organizations and nations. Group-level efficacy perceptions, termed collective efficacy, have been found to predict outcomes such as lower crime rates in city neighbourhoods.

The present paper applies perceived efficacy approaches to skills in Gandhian nonviolence. We first review major features of the self-efficacy approach, an approach that may be unfamiliar to most
Decades of empirical and theoretical research by psychologists have identified major sources of efficacy perceptions as well as primary pathways through which efficacy perceptions influence other outcomes of interest – most notably, a group or individual agent’s skill in performing a focal activity of interest. Bandura’s empirically well-supported work has exerted a formative influence on the psychology of perceived efficacy, whose major features are summarized in Table 1. According to Bandura, efficacy beliefs, “whether accurate or faulty”, are based on four principal sources of information: performance attainments, vicarious experiences of observing the performances of others, social persuasion, and physiological and affective states. When available, performance attainments, sometimes called mastery experiences, are the most effective way of developing a strong and resilient sense of efficacy. Successful performance leads people to believe in their capabilities in a given skill domain. Their beliefs in their capabilities will be more resilient if they have overcome obstacles through perseverance, and have learned to manage failures so that they are informative rather than demoralizing.

Observing other people is a second key source of efficacy beliefs. Competent models convey knowledge, skills, and strategies for managing task demands, and can foster motivation. Seeing perseverance lead to success by others, especially others similar to themselves, can raise observers’ beliefs in their own abilities. Social persuasion can also foster efficacy beliefs, especially by credible persuaders who are knowledgeable and practice what they preach. Finally, perceptions of feelings and physiological states can shape efficacy beliefs. For example, people read tension, anxiety and weariness as signs of personal deficiencies, and are more inclined to
“Self-efficacy” emerged in the research literature in 1977, the year Albert Bandura published an influential article on self-efficacy as a “unifying theory of behavioural change.”

Perceived efficacy may be defined as a person or group’s judgment of their own “capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances.”

- **Self-efficacy** refers to an individual’s perceptions of his/her own capacity;
- **Collective efficacy** refers to a group’s collective perceptions of its own capacity.

Perceived efficacy items ask about capabilities. Typical items begin “how confident are you that you can...” and are measured on a scale from *cannot do at all* to *certain can do* (See Table 2).

Each skill domain requires a separate measurement instrument. For a given skill, perceived efficacy may be measured with a single item but is more commonly measured with a summed scale. Scales are developed through conceptual analysis and expert knowledge of what is required for success in the domain.

Major sources of peoples’ efficacy perceptions include experiences of personal accomplishment (sometimes called mastery experiences), observing accomplishments of others (especially those deemed similar to oneself), social persuasion, and experiences of one’s own emotions and feelings.

Beliefs that one is capable of a particular skill tend to correlate positively with objective measures of performance. Perceptions of higher efficacy can cause improved performance through several processes that include greater persistence, optimism, and emotional equanimity.

### Table 1: Major Features of the Psychology of Perceived Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>“Self-efficacy” emerged in the research literature in 1977, the year Albert Bandura published an influential article on self-efficacy as a “unifying theory of behavioural change.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Perceived efficacy may be defined as a person or group’s judgment of their own “capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s perceptions of his/her own capacity;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Collective efficacy refers to a group’s collective perceptions of its own capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Perceived efficacy items ask about capabilities. Typical items begin “how confident are you that you can...” and are measured on a scale from <em>cannot do at all</em> to <em>certain can do</em> (See Table 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale development</td>
<td>Each skill domain requires a separate measurement instrument. For a given skill, perceived efficacy may be measured with a single item but is more commonly measured with a summed scale. Scales are developed through conceptual analysis and expert knowledge of what is required for success in the domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources of efficacy beliefs</td>
<td>Major sources of peoples’ efficacy perceptions include experiences of personal accomplishment (sometimes called mastery experiences), observing accomplishments of others (especially those deemed similar to oneself), social persuasion, and experiences of one’s own emotions and feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of efficacy beliefs</td>
<td>Beliefs that one is capable of a particular skill tend to correlate positively with objective measures of performance. Perceptions of higher efficacy can cause improved performance through several processes that include greater persistence, optimism, and emotional equanimity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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expect success when they are not beset by aversive arousal that may undermine performance. Decades of research have documented that many facets of self-efficacy can be raised by effective programmes in education, healthcare, athletics, and many other fields of human functioning.

Efficacy perceptions, in turn, affect major outcomes of interest through a variety of pathways (also called “mediating processes”) related to how people think and feel, and what motivates them. Such processes “usually operate in concert, rather than in isolation.” For example, self-efficacy perceptions may strongly influence a person’s motivation to undertake activities and persevere in the face of difficulties, tendency to think optimistically versus pessimistically, and ability to manage aversive emotions and interpret relevant events as benign versus emotionally perturbing. Through such pathways, efficacy perceptions may influence a person’s acquisition of specific skills as well as his/her overall life-choices and life-trajectory.

Importantly, when self-efficacy approaches are applied to a particular skill domain, they can catalyse several beneficial spirals and feedback loops that enable people in diverse roles to apply their existing competencies more effectively. Developing a self-report scale to measure the level of perceived self-efficacy is typically an initial step for applying Bandura’s approach to a particular skill domain.


---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synergies from employing self-efficacy approaches</td>
<td>Self-efficacy approaches, when adopted in a particular field such as health behaviour change, have often fostered more effective training programmes for skill acquisition. In particular, self-efficacy approaches can foster constructive feedback loops between theories of the required skills, methods of teaching those skills, and tools for measuring perceived efficacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The psychology of self-efficacy is perhaps the most recognizable name for the field of perceived efficacy. Since 1986, Bandura has called his influential variant of self-efficacy theory by the name social cognitive theory. In the 1970s, self-efficacy research emerged as part of social learning theory. The psychology of perceived efficacy encompasses perceptions at both the individual level (self-efficacy) and collective level (collective efficacy). However, self-efficacy theory has little historical connection with influential Parsonian theories of agency in sociology.*
Different items are developed to assess different aspects of the skill. For example, a scale to assess self-efficacy for driving an automobile might contain items such as:

- How confident are you that you can drive safely on a residential street?
- How confident are you that you can drive safely in rush hour traffic?
- How confident are you that you can drive safely on a freeway?

According to Bandura, the list of items on a perceived efficacy scale should offer reasonable coverage of the skill domain—thus, for North Americans, items for automobile driving should address both street driving and freeway driving. To assemble such items, Bandura suggests that “researchers must draw on conceptual analysis and expert knowledge of what it takes to succeed in a given pursuit”. He also provides suggestions for such issues as breadth of items, incorporation of obstacles into items, and response scales. Much evidence suggests that responses to self-efficacy assessments are uninfluenced by socially desirable responding. Many self-efficacy scales yield a single overall score produced by summing individual item responses. The possible range for a self-efficacy summary score or item response is typically coded from a low of cannot do at all to a high of certain can do. Some self-efficacy scales also have coherent subscales, such as subscales for urban and rural driving.

Because it requires input from experts, the process of constructing a self-efficacy scale requires researchers to clarify their ideas about the nature of the skill domain. Sometimes the views of different experts must be reconciled or balanced, a process that may lead to better mutual understanding among experts. Insights from scale construction may help clarify the goals and desirable content of training programmes to raise skill levels. When a self-efficacy scale is administered to trainees or other groups, it yields information about the personal characteristics of people with higher and lower levels of self-efficacy for each relevant subskill. Self-efficacy scores can be compared with more objective measures of performance, with which they are almost always strongly correlated.

Importantly, pre-to-post change data from brief or prolonged training regimens can shed light on whether participants have experienced gains in self-perceived skills. Scales also facilitate comparing the impacts of different training methods, thereby encouraging further refinements. For example, researchers have used self-efficacy scales to compare between three methods of teaching medical consultation (traditional, autonomous, online), and between...
Innovations in training may in turn clarify the nature of the needed skills, or suggest improved measures of self-efficacy. Thus, over time, the perceived efficacy approach builds on pre-existing expert knowledge, yet facilitates additional mutually synergistic progress in theory, measurement, and training. Such progress is greatly needed in the field of nonviolence.

**Skills for Gandhian Nonviolence: Three Clusters**

What skills are needed for nonviolence? As many readers of *Gandhi Marg* are aware, there are diverse ways that the term “nonviolence” has been defined, and each of these implies a somewhat different skill set. Here, we focus on Gandhi’s own approach, discussing three major clusters of required skills: 1) adhering to personal nonviolence, often called *ahimsa*, as a way of life, 2) actively participating in an offering of *satyagraha* to combat injustice, and 3) engaging in activities of constructive programme. These correspond to what Gene Sharp has characterized as the “three main parts” of a comprehensive programme of nonviolent social change, namely, “improvement of individuals in their own lives and ways of living,” “the practice of various forms of nonviolent action against specific social evils,” and “a constructive program to begin building a new social order even as the old one still exists.”

Most existing measures of nonviolence have focused on personal *ahimsa*, so our approach substantially broadens the toolkit for measuring components of nonviolence most directly relevant to group action. Later, we discuss the relevance of these skill clusters to other forms of nonviolence, such as selective nonviolence, policy-based nonviolence, and government-facilitated disarmament.

For each cluster, we offer efficacy assessment items for skills needed by both individual and group actors, often called “agents” in self-efficacy theory. These three clusters arguably cover the most characteristic and distinctive features of Gandhian nonviolence.

For each cluster, we take texts by Gandhi as points of departure for characterizing major requisite skills. In some cases we also discuss common instrumental practices or *means* that an agent might use to cultivate each core cluster of skills in nonviolence. Yet, because Gandhi never claimed to be a systematic thinker, it is possible that other texts or actions by Gandhi might suggest alternative skill sets. Our analyses should therefore be viewed as preliminary and suggestive rather than definitive and comprehensive. Later, we discuss how activists and researchers can adopt our approach to their own situational needs. We also sketch a few ways that perceived efficacy scales, once
developed, might be used, such as to evaluate alternative training methods, or to evaluate a nonviolent group’s readiness to function effectively if its leadership were arrested.

1) Skills for Ahimsa as a Way of Life

The very first step in non-violence is that we cultivate in our daily life, as between ourselves, truthfulness, humility, tolerance, loving kindness…. [It] is not mere policy. Policies may and do change. Non-violence is an unchangeable creed.

– Gandhi, 1938

According to Gandhi, a cornerstone of his nonviolent approach is the practice of ahimsa, a Sanskrit word often translated as “non-hurting,” also possessing rich positive connotations related to compassion and benevolent action. Ahimsa in thought, word, and deed was a creed that Gandhi wanted his close disciples, such as those living at his ashram, to embrace not as a mere slogan, but as an ideal that “you may not harbour an uncharitable thought even in connection with one who may consider himself to be your enemy…. Those who join the Ashram have to literally accept that meaning… It is an ideal which we have to reach…. if we are capable of doing so”. Yet Gandhi also held out ahimsa as an ideal to be pursued by the masses, stating that it is a “profound error” or indeed a “blasphemy to say that non-violence can only be practiced by individuals and never by nations which are composed of individuals”.

As an individual characteristic, ahimsa holds a number of similarities to character strengths, such as love and kindness, which have recently been catalogued and studied in the emerging field of positive psychology. However, Gandhian ahimsa is clearly distinctive, and as noted earlier, many scholars have explicitly drawn on Gandhian philosophy to develop self-report measures of individual nonviolence.

From the point of view of Bandurian self-efficacy theory, such measures may offer valuable information that is related to efficacy perceptions. But none of them directly assesses self-efficacy, and such measures are correspondingly less likely to catalyse the assessment/theory/training synergies described earlier. A perceived efficacy scale for nonviolence must target capability, not values. An example item might be “I can refrain from verbally insulting a coworker, even when they have made a costly mistake” (see Table 2, item 1).
**Table 2: Example Items to Assess Perceived Individual or Collective Efficacy for Skills Related to Gandhian Nonviolence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Agent*</th>
<th>Example Item (“How confident are you that...?”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can refrain from verbally insulting a coworker, even when they have made a costly mistake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can consistently rely for my livelihood on an occupation that does not involve manufacturing or using weapons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can live in an ecologically sustainable manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can minimize my consumption of products produced by exploiting labour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can regularly choose to endure suffering myself rather than inflict harm on others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can regularly recognize in my actions that maintaining my honour does not require retaliation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>...I can regularly recognize in my actions that maintaining my honour requires upholding the common welfare and my sacred responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I/A</td>
<td>...I can refrain from mentally insulting a coworker, even when they have made a costly mistake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I/A</td>
<td>...I can regularly engage in activities to develop fearlessness with regard to losing my wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>...our group can continue to collectively refrain from violence, even if its main leaders were all arrested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>...our group can effectively support and motivate almost all its members to divest from businesses based on selling harmful products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>...our group can refrain from violence, even if provoked by agents of the opponent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Satyagraha skills*

| 13 | I      | ...I can act with trust toward an opponent who has previously deceived our group, if our group leaders declare that trust is appropriate. |
| 14 | I/A    | ...I can follow all jail rules, even when very physically demanding, except when they are intended to
... our group can make adequate decisions for guiding the satyagraha campaign, even if all the main group leaders are arrested.
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I/A ...I can endure blows without retaliating.
I/L ...as a group leader, I can refrain from prematurely launching a satyagraha campaign involving civil disobedience.

I/L ...as a group leader, even when members of my own family criticize me, I can maintain the level of purity of life that will give power to my words as a leader.

G ...our group can make adequate decisions for guiding the satyagraha campaign, even if all the main group leaders are arrested.

G ...our group can effectively identify and implement methods to reduce grounds for its members to capitulate to the threats of the opponent group.

Constructive Programme skills

I ...I can regularly remember, when engaged in constructive programme activities, that I should be open to learning from people who differ from me in age, ethnicity, economic status, or gender.

I/L ...as a group leader, I can develop a constructive programme that will help create the social changes we seek, as well as provide on-going opportunities for training our group members in nonviolent character strengths.

I/L ...as a group leader, I can develop a constructive programme that enacts the principle of trusteeship in ways that are appropriate to our cultural and political context.

G ...our group can enact a constructive programme that will contribute to the social changes we seek, and also provide on-going opportunities for training our group members in nonviolent character strengths.

G ...our group, through its collective wisdom and leaders, can enact a constructive programme that will contribute to our group’s solidarity during times of struggle.

G ...our group can enact a constructive programme that is well-managed in its details.

G ...our group can effectively discern when a new
constructive programme is necessary to augment pre-existing constructive efforts.

Spiritual skills

...our group can support our members’ engagement with courage-enhancing spiritual practices in ways that respect cultural diversity.

Notes. In Bandura’s approach, responses are typically given on a scale from 0 (cannot do at all) to 50 (moderately certain can do) to 100 (certain can do).

a Items especially appropriate for self-efficacy among all individuals in the movement (I), individuals actively engaging in challenging movement work (I/A), individual leaders of the movement (I/L), or for holistically assessing collective efficacy of the group (G).

b Suggested by analyses by Gene Sharp.

Both Gandhi’s nonviolent approach, and the logic of nonviolence as a technique of struggle, require that leaders should assimilate nonviolence to a greater depth than ordinary movement members. Self-efficacy items pertaining to physical and verbal ahimsa (e.g., Table 2, item 1) may be relevant to everyone, including the general population. Yet for many purposes, there may be value in more demanding items of heightened relevance to leaders or leaders-in-the making, such as items related to ahimsa in thought (e.g., Table 2, item 8).

In addition to nonviolence in interpersonal interactions, Gandhian ahimsa requires ethical lifestyle choices, such as choosing an occupation that is not founded on violence. Gandhi wrote that “whoever believes in ahimsa will engage himself in occupations that involve the least possible violence…. he will not engage in war or war preparations... [or] exploitation or envy of others.”25 More generally, “Ahimsa is the attribute of the soul, and therefore, to be practiced by everybody in all the affairs of life... in all departments”.26 Self-efficacy items can be constructed to address skills related to implementing this facet of ahimsa (see Table 2, item 2).

Means

How are individuals expected to cultivate ahimsa? Perceived self-efficacy for practices to cultivate ahimsa could be useful for leaders, planners, and individuals. Not surprisingly, the practices recommended for cultivating ahimsa have varied by level of commitment, with the
more demanding practices recommended especially for leaders and the most active movement members. Two common themes are the cultivation of endurance, and the cultivation of fearlessness (as exemplified in Table 2, item 9). According to Gandhi,

The votary of non-violence has to cultivate the capacity for sacrifice of the highest type in order to be free from fear. He [reckons] not if he should lose his land, his wealth, his life. He who has not overcome all fear cannot practice ahimsa to perfection. .... This non-violence cannot be learnt by staying at home. It needs enterprise. In order to test ourselves we should learn to dare danger and death, mortify the flesh, and acquire the capacity to endure all manner of hardships.

Table 2 (item 5) shows an example item on sacrifice. Furthermore, following the Bhagavad Gita and other Hindu scriptures, Gandhi saw fearlessness as arising from non-attachment (e.g., item 9), a construct of emerging interest to psychologists. Gandhi viewed spiritual practice and spiritual growth as a means to cultivate fearlessness, stating that “perfect fearlessness can be attained only by him who has realized the Supreme”.

One important means of cultivating fearlessness is a correct understanding of honour. Gandhi advised giving up false honour, but repeatedly affirmed the importance of preserving self-respect and authentic honour. Gandhi regularly asserted and exemplified the belief that self-respect does not require retaliation. At a deep level, satyagrahis must abandon retaliation-based honour codes, and instead regard a sound foundation for honour as courageously but nonviolently defending one’s sacred responsibilities (e.g., for life of family or nation). Adhering to this view of honour (expressed in Table 2, items 6, 7) may require a deep personal transformation. A particularly dramatic instance of this on a wide scale occurred during the independence struggle in India’s northwest frontier, where more than 100,000 Muslim Pathans abandoned the principle of vengeance embedded in their hereditary cultural code of honour. They swore a vow of complete nonviolence, and maintained it in the face of some of the severest repression faced anywhere in India.

**Collective Efficacy**

Gandhi regarded collective nonviolence as a crucial condition of satyagraha. For example, it is well-known that Gandhi called off the national non-cooperation movement in 1922 after a mob killed almost two dozen police officers at Chauri Chaura. Thus, organizers of nonviolent social capacity must attend not only to individuals, but
also to a group’s perceived collective efficacy for ahimsa. They might seek to assess a group’s perception of its own ability to remain nonviolent if its leaders were arrested (Table 2, item 10), or a group’s ability to divest all of its financial resources from businesses deemed violent (e.g., manufacture of weapons or of cigarettes) (Table 2, item 11). Evidence indicates that collective efficacy perceptions share many of the same determinants and effects as individual self-efficacy perceptions – in Bandura’s words, the “sociocognitive determinants operate in much the same way at the collective level as they do at the individual level”.34

In the Bandurian approach, collective efficacy assessments are computed by aggregating individual appraisals of either a) the group’s capability as a whole (holistic assessment), or b) the individual’s personal capacity for the specific functions that he or she performs in the group (functional aggregation). These yield alternative measures that are often correlated. Which measure is preferable depends on the nature of the group skill being assessed. For example, in sports, the accomplishment of a gymnastics team is the sum of each individual gymnast’s outcomes, suggesting the appropriateness of functional aggregation. In contrast, the accomplishment of a football or soccer team is the result of players working closely together, and the breakdown of any subsystem can potentially produce “disastrous effects” on group performance.35 Thus, holistic assessment will likely be the better predictor of a football team’s performance.

Likewise, the optimal approach to measuring perceived collective nonviolent efficacy may vary between facets. Many if not most nonviolent collective skills may require the absence of certain types of breakdowns. An example is the ability to maintain ahimsa when resisting violent provocation by an opponent. The 1922 mob violence mentioned earlier – which occurred in only one location in a vast country – represents just such a breakdown. Thus, holistic assessment may be most appropriate for assessing many facets of nonviolent collective efficacy perceptions (e.g., Table 2, item 12, discussed in the next section). However, some skills encompassed by nonviolence, such as the ability to live in an ecologically sustainable manner, may also be worthwhile to measure by functional aggregation (e.g., Table 2, items 3, 4).

2) Skills for Acting in Satyagraha

The term Satyagraha was coined by me in South Africa to express the force that the Indians there used…. Its root meaning is holding on to truth, hence truth-force…. But on the political field the struggle… mostly consists in opposing error in the shape of unjust laws…. Hence
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Satyagraha largely appears to the public as Civil Disobedience or Civil Resistance.

– Gandhi, 1920

Satyagraha was the method developed by Gandhi for redressing injustices nonviolently by, in the words of Gene Sharp, “taking the initiative in active struggle”. Satyagraha typically, but not always, involves some sort of group struggle. In his lifetime, Gandhi described skills needed in a satyagraha campaign by individuals with varying degrees of responsibility. For Gandhi, all skill in satyagraha is rooted in the capacity to adhere to ahimsa. However, Gandhi often mentioned specific additional skills beyond ahimsa. Thus, some satyagraha self-efficacy items will correspond to previously listed ahimsa items, whereas other items will be new. Importantly, the boundary between skills we discuss as “ahimsa” versus “satyagraha” is at times arbitrary, since many skills represent enactments of ahimsa in situations that seldom arise outside group conflict (e.g., Table 2, items 10, 12, 15).

A useful starting point for cataloguing individual satyagraha skills is Gandhi’s 1939 list of 7 “illustrative” qualifications of a satyagrahi. These qualifications included several types of faith (in nonviolence, human nature, truth, and God), as well as other characteristics related to self-regulation (does not consume intoxicants), and capacity for self-sacrifice (ready and willing to give up one’s life and possessions). The list also mentioned group-struggle-specific qualities, such as the willingness to obey “rules of discipline” that may be promulgated for satyagrahis by their leaders (analogous to military orders), as well as willingness to obey jail rules “unless they are specially devised to hurt his self-respect”. Each listed satyagrahi qualification can be converted into one or more self-efficacy items. Many are similar to ahimsa items (e.g., Table 2, items 1, 6, 9). However, additional satyagrahi skills that pertain especially to group conflict situations – such as jail behaviours or the capacity to endure blows – generate clearly distinct self-efficacy items (e.g., Table 2, items 14, 15).

Beyond this illustrative list from 1939, Gandhi also enunciated the qualities of a satyagrahi on numerous other occasions. For example, Gandhi stated that because he or she is fearless and has an “implicit trust in human nature”, a satyagrahi is “never afraid of trusting the opponent... if the opponent plays him false twenty times, the Satyagrahi is ready to trust him the twenty-first time.”

Often, Gandhi spoke of the requirements of satyagraha in an abstract way that applied to both individuals and groups. For example, in 1939 he offered as a general principle that satyagraha “excludes
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every form of violence, direct or indirect, veiled or unveiled, and whether in thought, word or deed. It is breach of Satyagraha to wish ill to an opponent or to say a harsh word to him or of him with the intention of harming him.” These imply group-level satyagraha skills that are almost indistinguishable from group-level ahimsa skills. But at times, the group conflict situation demands expressions of ahimsa that are distinctive and merit systematic attention (e.g., Table 2, item 12):

The first indispensable condition precedent to any civil resistance is that there should be surety against any outbreak of violence, whether on the part of those who are identified with civil resistance or on the part of the general public. It would be no answer in the case of an outbreak of violence that it was instigated by the State or other agencies hostile to civil resisters.

Satyagraha therefore requires wise leadership, so that campaigns are not launched prematurely or using inappropriate strategies or tactics. Discerning boundary conditions for civil disobedience is therefore a key satyagraha leadership skill (Table 2, item 16). Using a military analogy, Gandhi sometimes referred to the required strategic and tactical leadership as coming from a “Satyagrahi general [who] has to obey his inner voice, for over and above the situation outside, he examines himself constantly and listens to the dictates of the Inner Self”. And since he or she serves in the role of a commander, “There must be power in the word of a Satyagraha general – not the power that the possession of limitless arms gives, but the power that purity of life, strict vigilance, and ceaseless application produce”. These needs for leadership suggest additional items on the level of the group as well as on the individual (Table 2, item 17). In principle, satyagraha leadership could come from a consensus of leaders or all action group members, rather than from a single individual “general”. Indeed, if the leaders in planning a satyagraha campaign have been arrested (or killed), the followers must rely on other sources of guidance, suggesting additional collective efficacy items (Table 2, item 18).

Importantly, Gandhi described satyagraha as a “science in the making”. Additional and alternative conceptions of skills for conducting various types of satyagraha might be developed from the experiences of other activists, or from analyses offered by scholars such as Gene Sharp. For example, Sharp argued that in a disobedience campaign,

The ability of the participants to face repression will be very significantly increased if they constantly feel that they are part of a much larger
movement which gives them, personally, support and strength to carry on.... This explains the role of regular mass meetings during strikes. During the Montgomery bus boycott, regular mass prayer meetings were held... 47

Sharp also suggested a variety of other group-level skills to promote effectiveness, such as generating incentives and reducing grounds for capitulation, suggesting additional items (Table 2, item 19). The relation between Sharp’s approach and Gandhi’s approach will be discussed at greater length in a later section.

3) Skills for Constructive Programme

Training for military revolt means learning the use of arms ending perhaps in the atomic bomb. For civil disobedience it means the Constructive Programme.

– Gandhi, 1945 48

A third commonly occurring component of Gandhi’s approach is his constructive programme, which in the Indian independence struggle was “designed to build up the nation from the very bottom upward”. 49 It included components such as the revival of village spinning industry, the removal of untouchability, uplift of the status of women, and the establishment of understanding (“communal unity”) between the various religious and ethnic groups in India. A 1945 pamphlet by Gandhi listed 17 constructive programme points designed to meet India’s needs. Although the precise composition of the programme changed over time, its central component of spinning, sometimes called its “central sun”, 50 had been envisioned by Gandhi as early as 1908. 51 In Gandhi’s view, spinning, and the constructive programme in general, served both economic and social functions. Spinning

has the greatest organizing power in it because it has itself to be organized and because it affects all India. If khaddar [village-spun cloth] rained from heaven it would be a calamity. But as it can only be manufactured by the willing co-operation of starving millions and thousands of middle class men and women, its success means the best organization conceivable along peaceful lines. If cooking had to be revived and required the same organization, I should claim for it the same merit that I claim for Khaddar.

– Gandhi, 1927 52

One overarching function of the constructive programme is therefore to stimulate or directly implement desired social and...
economic changes in the larger society.

In addition, Gandhi saw a well-designed constructive programme as performing a second vital function: preparation for satyagraha. He advised participation in constructive programme as essential training for active service in satyagraha (see epigram), as it cultivated the appropriate benevolent and nonviolent state of mind:

I must continue to repeat, even though it may cause nausea, that prison-going without the backing of honest constructive effort and goodwill in the heart for the wrong-doer is violence and therefore forbidden in Satyagraha.53

In sum, in the words of Gene Sharp, through implementing a constructive programme new institutions and social patterns need not wait for the capture of State machinery: far better, they could be initiated immediately.... [Gandhi] believed it helped to train volunteers, to educate the masses, and was a necessary accompaniment to all nonviolent action struggles except in cases of a local specific common grievance.54

Cultivating individual and collective perceived efficacy for constructive programme should thus be of interest to Gandhi-inspired leaders adhering to principled nonviolence, as well as those emphasizing nonviolence as a policy (Table 2, items 21, 23, 24). According to self-efficacy theory, low self-efficacy could impede engagement in a constructive programme. And low efficacy seems a real possibility for some components of constructive programme. For example, a worker might have low efficacy for engaging in facets of constructive programme that involve reforming entrenched social patterns related to caste, class, ethnicity, or gender. Such work may require personally difficult changes to long-standing personal habits (Table 2, item 20). Yet such changes may be integral to growth in ahimsa towards all people. Thus, self-efficacy gains for many facets of constructive programme may often be closely intertwined with growth in ahimsa. Similarly, self-efficacy gains for technical facets of a constructive programme, such as using a spinning wheel, may be accompanied by new human relationships that span castes and classes.

One of the most challenging aspects of constructive programme is discerning what should be its proper content. Identifying the high and low priority content of constructive programme may be viewed as a group-level skill that in India’s case was often delegated to Gandhi, sometimes at his insistence. Assessments of collective self-efficacy for enacting an appropriate constructive programme could include items
that address one or more programme functions, such as the moral and mental training of satyagrahis, the promotion of solidarity within the action group or society, or the establishment of parallel institutions to partly or wholly replace oppressive institutions (see Table 2, item 24). The day-to-day management of constructive programme also requires much skill. For example, “habitual khadi-wearer and spinner” was listed by Gandhi as one of 7 qualities for a satyagrahi. But how should the phrase “habitual” be operationally translated into practice (Table 2, item 25)?

Formulating a constructive programme also requires separating the constructive programme itself from allied principles that are offered as a means for enacting the programme. For example, one point in Gandhi’s Constructive Programme, entitled “Economic Equality”, was aimed at “abolishing the eternal conflict between capital and labour”, “levelling down of the few rich”, and “levelling up of the semi-starved naked millions”. In enunciating this point, Gandhi offered his “doctrine of trusteeship” as a means to promote economic equality. According to this doctrine, “those who own money now, are asked to behave like trustees holding their riches on behalf of the poor”. “We have moneyed [Indian National] Congressmen in the organization”, Gandhi wrote in the Constructive Programme, and “They have to lead the way…. Every Congressman has to ask himself what he has done towards the attainment of economic equality”. Gandhi regarded such an attitude of trusteeship, sometimes called stewardship, as emerging from “true religion”. Yet trusteeship was only one of a variety of principles that Gandhi enunciated to guide movement work, including equitable distribution, non-possession, bread labour (universal sharing of physical labour), and swadeshi (using and serving that which is local, e.g., not imported). Most of these principles were not explicitly mentioned in Gandhi’s Constructive Programme. Arguably, the relevance of each principle to future constructive programmes must depend on local issues and circumstances. The degree and manner to best include each principle in a future constructive programme is thus an important discernment skill (e.g., Table 2, item 22).

An important issue is whether or not a particular nonviolent campaign requires the complement of a constructive programme, and if so, how the campaign and programme should be linked. For example, does the campaign for worldwide ecological sustainability require a constructive programme, or can civil disobedience be conducted against polluting industries regardless of the existence of such a programme? If a constructive programme is required – for example, to develop green energy – then are existing green energy
efforts adequate to perform the variety of functions served by a constructive programme? Such considerations suggest additional dimensions of collective efficacy (Table 2, item 26).

Role of Spirituality

[When my courage had all but gone.... I bowed over the kitchen table and prayed aloud.... I experienced the presence of the Divine as I had never experienced Him before.... an inner voice saying: “Stand up for righteousness, stand up for truth; and God will be at your side forever”.... My uncertainty disappeared. I was ready to face anything.]

– Martin Luther King, 1958

Gandhi often referred to spiritual and religious qualities as a necessary element of his approach to nonviolent resistance. For example, as noted earlier, Gandhi declared that perfect nonviolence (perfect ahimsa) requires fearlessness, which in turn requires God-realization. Gandhi at times listed faith in God as a qualification for a satyagrahi. Other nonviolent leaders such as Martin Luther King (epigraph) have also attested to drawing courage from faith. Should, therefore, the capacity to believe in God be assessed in scales for perceived efficacy for Gandhian nonviolence? In this section we address this and other religious and spiritual issues in applying self-efficacy approaches to Gandhian nonviolence.

First, should nonviolent perceived efficacy scales incorporate items assessing perceived efficacy for faith or spiritual practices? We argue that the answer depends on how the scales will be used, and especially the cultural beliefs held by the respondents (i.e., the target population). In modernized cultural contexts, we suggest that there may be advantages to assessing spiritual efficacy items in ways that make very clear the rationale for their inclusion, in order to prevent potentially divisive misunderstandings. Indeed, Jonathan Schell pointed out that “Gandhi’s asceticism... which he regarded as essential to the practice of satyagraha, seems unlikely to serve as a model for very many”, and Schell suggested that the crucial questions are “what it is about religious faith that enables it to serve as a foundation for nonviolence and whether, outside religion, there may be other foundations”. 63

Gandhi’s assertions about the necessity of faith and realization flowed from his view of the psychology of fearlessness. Gandhi’s psychology of fearlessness corresponds to the perennial spiritual view that “the moment one has a glimpse of the Imperishable [living presence of God within], one sheds the love of the perishable body” 65 Yet, while Gandhi often used orthodox religious language, he...
respected the diversity of individual pathways. At times, he explained in functional terms that “what I mean by religion [is] the religion which... changes one’s very nature, which binds one indissolubly to the truth within and which ever purifies”. 66 Gandhi repeatedly affirmed the validity of all major religious traditions, 67 and could be open to atheism 68 when he saw it producing equivalent fruit in daily character and conduct. 69

Huxley has articulated the underlying logic of the traditional view of divine love as the source of fearlessness:

Fear cannot be got rid of by personal effort, but only by the ego’s absorption in a cause greater than its own interests. Absorption in any cause will rid the mind of some of its fears; but only absorption in the loving and knowing of the divine Ground can rid it of all fear. For when the cause is less than the highest, the sense of fear and anxiety is transferred from the self to the cause as when heroic self-sacrifice for a loved individual or institution is accompanied by anxiety in regard to that for which the sacrifice is made. Whereas if the sacrifice is made for God, and for others for God’s sake, there can be no fear or abiding anxiety, since nothing can be a menace to the divine Ground and even failure and disaster are to be accepted as being in accord with the divine will. 70

Perfect fearlessness through God-realization is the ideal set out by Gandhi, but most traditions regard it as rarely attainable in practice. Thus, Gandhi says that “one can always progress towards this goal [of fearlessness] by determined and constant endeavour and by increasing confidence in oneself”. 71 If the perennial spiritual perspective is correct, then fearlessness may be progressively cultivated through spiritual disciplines such as selfless service, meditation, and repetition of a mantram or holy name, 72 practices existing in analogous forms in all major religious traditions. 73 Indeed, empirical studies have documented that these spiritual practices can reduce fear. 74 Yet in the context of a nonviolent movement, attempts to propagate or assess perceived efficacy for spiritual practices should proceed cautiously, taking into account both individual and cultural diversity. It might be helpful to conceptualize such sensitivity to diversity as a component of collective nonviolent efficacy (see Table 2, item 27).

Gandhi’s view that self-efficacy (“self-confidence”) is related to fearlessness is consistent with the psychology of courage, a subfield of modern positive psychology. This recently emerging subfield offers a variety of useful concepts, such as distinctions between physical, moral, and psychological courage. Its literature embraces self-efficacy theory, and many of its concepts appear applicable to training for
Gandhian nonviolence. However, few if any of its empirical studies have investigated courage in the context of nonviolent struggle. Until such studies are available, application to nonviolence will require extrapolation beyond the field’s limited empirical base. Furthermore, the modern empirical psychology of courage has largely neglected the role of religious and spiritual factors, although studies do suggest that religious worldviews can offer some protection against the fear of death.

Yet for Gandhi, religion played many roles beyond being a crucial source of fearlessness. It also permeated a significant part of his thinking and communication. At times Gandhi appeared to attribute almost all causal agency to God. For example, Gandhi professed to “know that I have no other recourse as a satyagrahi than the assistance of God in every conceivable difficulty,” and that God had “saved me often against myself and left me not a vestige of independence.” Does this bring Gandhi’s thinking into conflict with scientific approaches, such as self-efficacy theory, which have emerged in largely secular contexts?

In fact, self-efficacy theory is flexibly adaptable to a variety of worldviews, including theistic belief systems. In particular, self-efficacy theory recognizes that people may view their agency in some areas as wholly or partially reliant upon the efforts of one or more third parties, who are called proxy agents. Proxy agency is a pervasive feature of everyday life, as marital partners turn to their spouses, supervisors turn to subordinates, and children turn to parents to get what they want. Consequently, self-efficacy theory recognizes proxy agency – the ability to act through proxy agents – as a third “mode” of agency, alongside collective and unmediated individual agency. Bandura explains that

Successful functioning requires an agentic blend of these different modes of agency. The relative contribution of individual, proxy, and collective modes to the agentic mix may vary cross-culturally. But all of these agentic modes need to be enlisted to make it through the day, regardless of the culture in which one happens to reside. People’s efforts to manage their everyday lives cannot be reduced to polarities that arbitrarily partition human agency into individual and collective forms.

For conceptualizing the influence of spirituality, an important subtype of proxy agency is divine proxy agency, which occurs when people turn to a divine being for help. Bandura argued that “if divine agency is viewed as a guiding supportive partnership requiring one to exercise influence over events in one’s life [such] partnered proxy agency can serve as an enabling belief that strengthens a sense of
personal efficacy”. Thus, for a variety of reasons, self-efficacy theory can be viewed as methodologically “agnostic”, and compatible with Gandhian nonviolence and other skill sets conceived as reliant upon diverse mixtures of social proxy influence, divine proxy influence, and direct personal influence.

Discussion

In the previous sections, we reviewed major skills for nonviolence as described by Gandhi himself, mapping these skills onto preliminary items for perceived efficacy assessment of both individuals and groups. The resulting set of questions (Table 2) is suggestive rather than definitive: It shows the logic of applying self-efficacy theory to nonviolence, and could be expanded and refined for application to particular cultural, social, and political contexts. To our knowledge, the present paper is the first systematic application to nonviolence of Bandura’s self-efficacy framework, one of the most influential and practical psychological approaches of the past century. The present investigation contributes to several psychology subfields, including the psychologies of nonviolence, perceived efficacy, and courage. It suggests a range of future directions for research and practice that we now describe.

Implications for Activism

First, we hope that these findings may prove useful for activists for peace, justice, health, and global human and environmental well-being. The value of the self-efficacy approach to nonviolence for each socio-political application can ultimately only be discovered through experimentation. However, the track record of the self-efficacy approach across numerous other domains of human functioning gives solid grounds for hope. Applying the self-efficacy approach in particular contexts will require steps that include:

- Identifying nonviolent skill dimensions that are relevant to the particular context and application;
- Augmenting the “starter” items in Table 2 to ensure adequate and balanced coverage of the skill dimensions of interest;
- Adapting items, especially abstract items, to the culture and circumstances of the target population using input through methods such as “interviews, open-ended surveys, and structured questionnaires to identify the levels of challenge and impediment”.

For example in item 5 (Table 2), supplementary items could replace the phrase “endure suffering” with a concrete form of suffering relevant to the specific context.
Activists could employ perceived efficacy scales for purposes that include

- Evaluating the effectiveness of training programmes in nonviolent skills for prospective nonviolent protesters (e.g., pretest and posttest using questions such as Table 2, items 1-8, 13-15, and perhaps 9);
- Assessing an action group’s collective preparedness to maintain nonviolent discipline in the face of violent opposition, thereby harnessing “political jiu-jitsu” (see discussion below) (e.g., movement group aggregated survey using questions such as Table 2, items 10, 12);
- Assessing or fostering within-group dialogue about a nonviolent group’s ability to persist in action after its leaders are arrested (e.g., Table 2, items 10, 18);
- Aiding group leadership in evaluating the effectiveness of an evolving constructive programme (e.g., Table 2, items 22-26);
- Applying new social media to nonviolent struggle, such as by integrating survey items and algorithms for their scoring and aggregation into new media, such as an already-existing iPod app that has been developed to support and implement Sharp’s approaches to nonviolent struggle.

One particular application where scales based on Table 2 might be useful is for addressing the socio-political basis of human health. Evidence indicates that public health is adversely affected by social injustices that range from social inequality to environmental injustice to the capture by vested interests of government agencies for health-related purposes such as the provision of healthcare, the regulation of medicines, or general consumer protection. In recent decades, mass movements have attempted to address health-related injustices ranging from neighbourhood pollution to tobacco advertising to access to food and medicines, and have been advocated in other situations, such as ensuring adequate medical care for the uninsured. Many of these movements have not attained complete success. Gandhian self-efficacy perspectives should be explored for methods to refine and improve future campaigns. For example, organizers of campaigns against neighbourhood environmental toxins might refine their strategies and tactics with the assistance of self-efficacy surveys.

**Implications for General Education**

A second question of general interest is how skill in wielding nonviolent power for positive ends could become more broadly disseminated in societies around the world. From a Gandhian perspective, an appropriate constructive programme is usually a crucial foundation.
Space does not permit a full discussion of the necessary and desirable contents of constructive programmes in various settings. However, one plausible component is often the better integration of the teaching of nonviolent skills into mass education. In particular, we suggest that the self-efficacy approach outlined in this paper could in several ways facilitate such educational integration. For example, multidimensional self-efficacy scales could be used to gauge the impact of particular educational initiatives, as well as individual needs and progress in learning nonviolence and satyagraha. Similarly, collective nonviolent efficacy assessments could be used to evaluate the readiness or most pressing skill gaps for groups considering campaigns.

Psychology of Courage: A Fruitful Interchange?
Third, concepts from the emerging psychology of courage should be explored for their usefulness to nonviolence. Researchers have distinguished between physical, moral, and psychological courage, each of which is relevant to Gandhian nonviolence in different ways. Lester and his colleagues have highlighted Bandura’s self-efficacy theory and the key learning processes it identifies – such as mastery experiences, vicarious learning, and social persuasion – as useful guidance for fostering courage. A self-efficacy-based approach converges with Gandhi’s view that “one can always progress towards this goal [of perfect fearlessness] by determined and constant endeavour and by increasing confidence in oneself”. Lester’s team also suggests fostering courage through processes such as inspirational motivation that have been identified by research on transformational leadership, a type of leadership clearly exemplified by Gandhi.

The emerging psychology of courage suggests that in some cases anger may facilitate courage “when the target of the anger is the true opponent... [but] when the anger is misdirected... resisting the urge to act on this emotion may be what courage requires”. Perhaps the psychology of courage can eventually help to clarify and apply Gandhi’s claim that he had “learnt through bitter experience the one supreme lesson to conserve my anger, and as heat conserved is transmuted into energy, even so our anger controlled can be transmuted into a power which can move the world”. Further progress in the psychology of courage might also clarify the relation between the requirements of various types of nonviolent action, and spirituality as a pathway to fearlessness.

Implications for non-Gandhian forms of Nonviolence
Finally, we suggest that a self-efficacy approach holds implications not only for Gandhian nonviolence, but for other methods of policy-
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based as well as principled nonviolence. Gene Sharp’s scholarship has greatly advanced the social scientific understanding of the dynamics of nonviolent action pursued as a policy. Sharp’s short book *From Dictatorship to Democracy* (1994) has also gone “viral” among resistance movements worldwide and has been translated into more than 30 languages, perhaps because it offered a potent collection of ideas for raising collective nonviolent efficacy. Notwithstanding the on-going philosophical disagreements between adherents to various forms of nonviolence, there is considerable overlap in the skill sets that are required. Thus, many perceived efficacy assessment items may be relevant to multiple types of nonviolence. Such items represent tools for finding and acting upon common ground, as well as for encouraging policy-based group nonviolence in settings where it is the only feasible alternative to violence. For example, perceived efficacy assessments could play a key role in institutionally managing the progressive integration of nonviolent sanctions into national defence, a process sometimes called “transarmament”.

More broadly, we hope that perceived efficacy approaches might help depolarize tensions between those adhering to policy-based versus principled approaches to nonviolence. Sharp’s social scientific analyses clearly document the importance to nonviolence of what he calls “political jiu-jitsu”, a process distinctive to nonviolence whereby an opponent’s violence rebounds against him, throwing him “off balance politically” and resulting in far greater gains for the nonviolent group than if it had met violence with violence. The basis for catalysing such political jiu-jitsu is the nonviolent group’s capacity to adhere to collective nonviolent discipline (e.g., Table 2, items 10, 12). How is the capacity for such discipline to be cultivated and assessed over time? This issue, often far from resolved in practice, is of paramount practical importance. By focusing collective attention on the practical task of cultivating collective skills, self-efficacy approaches could lead to factional depolarization and to positive synergies between theory and practice of nonviolence, as they have in so many other domains of human endeavour.

**Survey Invitation**

To begin exploring and testing the nonviolent efficacy approach outlined in the paper, we hereby invite readers of this article and their associates and acquaintances to complete a linked survey. This anonymous online survey focuses on nonviolent efficacy perceptions and their relation to each other as well as variables ranging from individual demographics to group objectives and nonviolent philosophy. Readers are also encouraged to invite their friends and
acquaintances to complete the survey, which we expect to leave open at least until July 2014. Those who complete the survey will have an opportunity to register to be notified when findings become available. We hope to publish a follow-up report in this journal or elsewhere that describes patterns of respondents’ nonviolent efficacy perceptions. Please visit the survey online at http://NonviolentEfficacy.org.

Conclusions
This paper has proposed the application of self-efficacy theory to nonviolence, sketching the requisite first steps and plausible outcomes, including enhanced effectiveness in nonviolent conduct (ahimsa), constructive programme, and satyagraha. We do not know how Gandhi would have viewed using questionnaires as a method for organizing and learning. Perhaps he would have regarded using questionnaires as a transitional tool that would no longer be necessary once the truths of nonviolence had been fully culturally assimilated. What we can say is that Gandhi was a life-long innovator across many fields of human activity. Martin Luther King identified Gandhi as “probably the first person in history to lift the love ethic of Jesus above mere interaction between individuals to a powerful and effective social force on a large scale.” We hope that the ideas presented here may assist anyone seeking to follow in Gandhi’s innovative footsteps.
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87. According to a review by Angel Avila, “Developing apps for conflict resolution, peacebuilding and nonviolence movements is a growing trend”. An iPad app that supports Sharp’s approaches is entitled “How to Start a Revolution”, after a film by the same name about Sharp’s work. The app allows viewing this film as well as biographies of revolutionary leaders and other key figures in struggles around the world, four of Sharp’s full-length books, “certain places (such as Tahrir Square), things (such as specific weapons), ideas (such as Sharp’s 198 methods of nonviolent action), institutions… wars… people… movements… and many more”. A feature called the “Revolution Monitor… is a map of the world with dots that mark the locations of revolutions in real time. By clicking on a dot, users will see the live Twitter feeds relating to that particular revolution. This function also gives users the option to re-tweet any messages or add their own that will contribute to the feed.” Source: Angel J. Avila [Angel Storm] (2012, November 18). “PCDN review of the How to Start a Revolution iPad app”. Peace and Collaborative Development Network (PCDN) (http://www.internationalpeaceandconflict.org/forum/topics/pcdn-review-of-the-how-to-start-a-revolution-ipad-app, accessed 21 November 2013).


91. Nicholas Freudenberg & Carol Steinsapir, “Not in our backyards: The grassroots environmental movement”, Society & Natural
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97. Mind, p. 59 (Young India, 11-9-1930).
99. Mind, p. 16 (Young India, 15-9-1920).
100. See “Types of Principled Nonviolence” in Political strategist, pp. 201-234.
101. Sharp was widely cited as a leading contender for the 2012 Nobel Peace Prize; Sharp’s most influential works include The politics of nonviolent action (1973) and From dictatorship to democracy (1994/2003).
102. CNN stated that From Dictatorship to Democracy had “spread like a virus,” calling it a “viral pamphlet” (Mairi Mackay, 2012, June 23. Gene sharp: A dictator’s worst nightmare, Cable Network News. http://www.Cnn.Com/2012/06/23/world/gene-sharp-revolutionary/index.Html, accessed 25 Aug. 2013). Sharp stated that when the book was first written, “although no efforts were made to promote the publication for use in other countries, translations and distribution of the publication began to spread on their own.... We usually do not know how awareness of this publication has spread from country to country” (Gene Sharp, From dictatorship to democracy: A conceptual framework for liberation, 4th US edition, East Boston, MA: Albert Einstein Institution, 2010, pp. 88-89).
103. As distillations of required skill sets, self-efficacy assessments could also be potentially useful for respectfully clarifying differences between various forms of nonviolence. For example, Gandhian satyagraha is very different than Saul Alinsky’s purely tactical nonviolence, although it is only the latter that is given extensive
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106. See chapter 12, “Political Jiu-Jitsu”, in *The politics of nonviolent action*, pp. 657-703 (quotation from p. 658). Sharp acknowledges the earlier use of a similar term, “moral jiu-jitsu”, by Richard B. Gregg, *The power of nonviolence* (New York: Schocken, 1966; original edition 1935). Sharp argues that political jiu-jitsu is a “much broader process” (p. 698) because, at least in its original usage, moral jiu-jitsu “referred [only] to the moral or psychological effects of nonviolent persistence on the people carrying out the repression themselves” (p. 698). In contrast, when political jiu-jitsu occurs, “public opinion may turn against the opponent, members of his own group may dissent, and more or less passive members of the general grievance group may shift to firm opposition… [and] positive sympathy in favor of the nonviolent actionists and their cause is also likely to develop” (pp. 657-8, emphasis in original).

107. For other types of research documenting the effects of political jiu-jitsu, see Maria J. Stephan, & Erica Chenoweth, “Why civil resistance works: The strategic logic of nonviolent conflict”, *International Security*, 33, 1 (2008), pp. 7-44. These authors test a variety of hypotheses about the dynamics of nonviolence using statistical regression in a dataset of 323 violent and nonviolent resistance campaigns from 1900 to 2006. Among campaigns facing regime crackdowns, those that were nonviolent were more than six times as likely to achieve full success.

108. At least once, Gandhi completed a questionnaire: In July 1925, he completed a 12-item questionnaire sent to various political leaders by the *Bombay Chronicle* (*Collected works*, pp. 129-131, v. 32).

109. *Stride toward freedom*, p. 79.
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